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to illustration. She has an MA in 
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the Cambridge School of Art. She 
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ProWL through Lush JungLe 

paths with Mother Tiger and her 

cubs, Sera and Puli, as they look 

for a new home safe from humans. 

Along the way, they discover hidden 

caves behind glistening waterfalls, 

climb tall tree branches high in the 

jungle canopy, and dodge creepy 

crawlies and pythons. Finally, they 

find a new home under the stars and 

Mother Tiger watches over her cubs, 

warm and dry and safe. 

With gentle text and stunning 

illustrations, Jo Weaver reveals the 

wonder of nature and the strength 

of parental love.
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Praise for Jo Weaver

★ “Quietly Stunning.” —Kirkus Reviews on LittLe one

★ “Gorgeously drafted charcoal artwork.” —Publishers Weekly on LittLe one

“Weaver’s lyrical text is accompanied by stunning charcoal illustrations… 
a coziness that young readers will appreciate.” —Booklist on LittLe WhaLe

“A story perfect for bed/laptime. Inviting to the eye and gently informative.”
—School Library Journal on LittLe WhaLe

Children’s
www.peachtree-online.com

“My little ones, we need to find a new home.”

When men and dogs come too close to their den, 
Mother Tiger, Sera, and Puli must search for 

a new home away from danger. From plunging 
waterfalls to dark caves full of creepy crawlies, the 
family of tigers roams through the deepest parts 

of the jungle until they find the perfect spot, 
warm and safe.

Little 
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Dawn was breaking in the jungle.

Two little tigers, Puli and Sera, were excited to start 
their day. But Mother Tiger was worried. Last night, 
she heard men and dogs on the jungle paths near 
their home. It wasn’t safe anymore.
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“My little ones,” she said, “we need to find a new home.”

“I know somewhere safe,” said Sera.

“Then show us the way,” said Mother Tiger, 
and they all left their den for the last time.
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Sera led them away from the danger, through the 
chattering jungle to where the river plunged over a cliff.

“Over here!” she said, and they leapt 
behind the rushing water.
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